In this paper, we present an innovative 3D App for conveniently monitoring the healing status of chronic wounds. The 3D app allows patients or clinicians to simply video a wound, and then generates its 3D digital model with measurement accuracy better than 1 mm. Throughout treatment sessions, the app is able to track the wound growth trend over time. This gives clinicians' objective information on the effectiveness of the treatment.
Introduction
Currently, clinical assessments on wound tissues are all done through visual inspection only, and wound size measurements (width, length and depth) are commonly done through either a disposable ruler, transparent tape based edge tracing, liquid filling, or even a dipstick swab. Since it is very subjective to select reference points to measure the wound's dimension, the measured results are often non-repeatable and crude with up to 44% error in area measurement reported[1-2].
We present a new measurement solution or app on mobile platforms to directly tackle the challenges facing current chronic wound care. The app uses computer vision algorithms for quantitative measurement in 3D digital space. Since our app utilizes a client-server framework to allow mobile app based simple wound video uploading, easy patient data access and analysis, it is designed to significantly reduce the inconvenience and high cost barriers for chronic wound care.
Software Design
The app contains several useful features including wound imaging, trending, and 3D analysis ( Figure 1 ). Clinicians can utilize the "Past Record" tab to view a simple graph of both wound area and volume over time. For more detailed record, clinicians can swipe to the calendar screen, where all the dates with data are highlighted in light blue. Selecting a date brings them to a list of all the videos, pictures, and 3D models generated on that date, so clinicians can then view each file for further analysis. The app allows for easy access of wound history and is a great convenience for clinicians. 
Experiments and Preliminary Results
We designed an animal wound study project to validate the effectiveness of our mobile app concept for quantitatively monitoring and assessing skin wounds. 12 rats were used for our experiments. Each rat had two wounds, one for control and one for treatment. Wounds were created using a 12mm biopsy punch to achieve a full thickness. The skin was excised down all dermal layers to the panniculus carnosus leaving the muscle intact for our excisional wounds. The treatment consisted of a non-viral DNA plasmid encoding for HIF-1alpha. A period of 3 weeks on the wound healing was studied and total 7 data collection attempts (7x12 or total 84 videos) were made (Days 1, 4, 8,11,15,18 and 22). † Correspondence contact. Email: info@xyken.com. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. Figure 2a shows the display interface of a reconstructed digital 3D mouse image with two wounds. The left wound was for the control while the right wound was for the treatment. Figure 2b and Figure 2c show the trending data for the wound area and volume respectively. Decreasing area and volume is a good indication of wound healing. 
Conclusion
Through experiments on 24 rat wounds (82 growth videos) tracked over 3 weeks, the smartphone app has successfully demonstrated the integrated capabilities of accurately measuring wound area and volume (3D) as well as wound growth trend. The growth trend and growth rate provide quantitative evidence for clinicians to effectively management wound treatment. 
